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Traditional BI reporting

OCR

Descriptive / prescriptive analytics

Simple object recognition

Facial recognition

Artificial narrow intelligence

Supervised learning

Text-based scripted chatbots

Clerical work automation

RPA

Digital currencies

Bitcoin

Machine-to-machine

Digitization

Mobility

Buying start-ups

Innovation labs / studios

Hackathons

Design thinking

Team-level agile

Scrum

Kanban

DevOps CI / CD

Infrastructure as code

IaaS /SaaS PaaS / cloud

Virtual machines

Open source Network-centric perimeter security

Malware protection

Reactive / siloed cybersecurity Grid computing

Hyperscale public cloudsHyperconverged infrastructure

Automated analytics

Assisted analytics

Data hub / data lake,
data warehouse

Predictive /
prescriptive analytics

Contextual data analytics

Interactive /
self-service analytics

Autonomous driving

Facial analytics

Democratized AI

Ethics in AI

Explainable AI

Auto machine learning

Reinforcement learning

Deep neural networks /
unsupervised learning

Basic virtual agents with
human backup

Complex process /
transaction automation

Speech recognition /
natural language processing

Video / image analytics

Blockchain consortiums

Government research

Blockchain labs / POCs

Asset tracking

Smart contract framework

Transactional applications –
trade / energy / settlement

IoT security

IoT enabled automation

IoT advanced analytics

Augmented / virtual reality

Omnichannel

Voice interaction

Innovation culture embedded
in organizations

Innovation sprints Scaling agile

Lean portfolio management

Agile contracting

Low code / no code

Toolchain orchestration

Failure injection

DevSecOps

AI / self-healing

Release automation

Software-defined networking

Microservice maturity patterns

Containerization / scaling
Move to microservices

API exposure
Cloud native development

Intelligence-driven security

Government regulations

Proactive threat hunting

Cloud, mobile device security

Ransomware

Edge computing

5G

Quantum encryption

FGPA
GPU / HPU

ASIC

Composable infrastructure

Serverless infrastructure

Quantum computing

Cybersecurity bots

AI-driven attacks

Social influencing meddling,
dis-information

Security of autonomous
AI systems

Automated AI-based
response

Cloud native security

Distributed service

Service meshes

Cloud-enabled data
modernization

Serverless computing

Virtual AI software engineers

Enterprise agility

Data-driven innovation

Crowd innovation

AI-powered  innovation

Augmented experience

Contextual messaging

Intelligent / autonomous
devices

Broad AI interaction

IoT platform offerings specialized
in design / operate scenarios

Blockchain-based IoT
adoption

Smart materials

Security scheme for
distributed devices in a network

Business applications
with public blockchains

Industrialized or scaled
blockchain

Blockchain as a service

RPA / process mining

Fully autonomous
virtual agents

Automating interactions,
judgment, empathy, sentiment

Self-aware AI

Edge AI / distributed AI

Brain computer interface

AI arms race

Artificial general
intelligence

Automated video
annotation

Video analytics as a service

Non-visible light spectrum

Crowd analytics

Complex object recognition

Video compression

Video algorithms in
the cloud

Value-added subscriptions

Cognitive analytics

Data as a product /
data partnerships

Emerging Technologies Future Scan
This future scan provides a big picture view of maturing, scaling and 
emerging technologies that are helping organizations drive innovation, 
change and agility in today’s increasingly competitive marketplace.
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Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the largest IT and business consulting services firms in the world. Operating in hundreds of locations across the globe, 
CGI professionals help clients to achieve their goals, including becoming customer-centric digital organizations. We deliver an end-to-end portfolio of 
capabilities, from high-end IT and business consulting to systems integration, outsourcing services and intellectual property solutions that help accelerate 
clients’ results. CGI works with clients around the world through a unique client proximity model complemented by a global delivery center of excellence 
network to help clients accelerate results, transform their organizations and drive competitive advantage.
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